Abstract. The open set recognition task, most challenging among the biometric tasks, operates under the assumption that not all the probes have mates in the gallery. It requires the availability of a reject option. For face recognition open set corresponds to the watch list face surveillance task, where the face recognition engine must detect or reject the probe. The above challenges are addressed successfully in this paper using transduction, which is a novel form of inductive learning. Towards that end, we introduce the Open Set TCM-kNN algorithm, which is based upon algorithmic randomness and transductive inference. It is successfully validated on the (small) watch list task (80% or more of the probes lack mates) using FERET datasets. In particular, Open Set TCM-kNN provides on the average 96% correct detection / rejection and identification using the PCA and/or Fisherfaces components for face representation.
Introduction
The open set recognition task, most challenging among the biometric tasks, operates under the assumption that not all the probes have mates in the gallery. The above task, which has to detect the presence or absence of some biometric within the gallery while correctly finding the identity for the same biometric, requires the availability of a reject option. For face recognition open set corresponds to the watch list face surveillance task, where the face recognition engine must first find out if an individual probe is, or is not, on the watch list. If the probe is on the watch list, the face recognition engine must then identify / recognize the individual. The performance index for correctly detecting and identifying an individual on the watch list is called the detection and identification/ recognition rate. "Typically, the watch list task is more difficult than the identification [recognition] or verification task alone. For the best system [FRVT2002 face recognition engine] using a watch list of 25 people, the detection and identification rate is 77%. Systems achieve better performance for a smaller watch list. If the impetus of the watch list application is to detect and identify [recognize] the "most wanted" individuals, the watch list should be kept as small as possible" (Phillips et al., 2003) . The watch list face surveillance task is addressed successfully in this paper using transduction, which is a novel form of inductive learning (Vapnik, 1998) . Towards that end, we introduce a novel approach, the Open Set TCM-kNN (Transduction Confidence Machine -k Nearest Neighbor), which is based upon algorithmic randomness and transductive inference. Open Set TCM-kNN is successfully validated on the (small) watch list task (80% or more of the probes lack mates) using FERET datasets characterized by challenging (varying illumination and changing facial expression) face images. In particular, Open Set TCM-kNN provides on the average 96% correct detection / rejection and identification / recognition using the PCA and/or Fisherfaces components for face representation.
Transduction Confidence Machine (TCM) -kNN
Confidence measures can be based upon universal tests for randomness, or their approximation. Universal tests for randomness are not computable and hence one has to approximate the p-values using non-universal tests. We use the p-value construction in Gammerman et al. (1998) and Proedrou et al. (2001) to define information quality. Given a sequence of proximities (distances) between the given training (gallery) set and a probe i, the strangeness of i with putative label y in relation to the rest of the training set exemplars is defined as:
The strangeness measure is the ratio of the sum of the k nearest distances D from the same class (y) to the sum of the k nearest distances from all other classes (-y).
Based on the strangeness, a valid randomness test ) defines the p-value measure of a probe with a possible classification assigned to it as Using the p-value one can now predict the class membership as the one that yields the largest p-value. This is defined as the credibility of the assignment made. The associated confidence measure, which is either the 1st largest p-value or one minus the 2nd largest p-value, indicates how close the first two assignments are. One can compare the top ranked assignments, rather than only the first two assignments, and define additional confidence criteria. Both the credibility and confidence measures allow the face recognition engine to adapt to existing conditions and act accordingly.
We have used several well-known similarity measures to evaluate their effect on different face representation (PCA and Fisherfaces). In those similarity measures, L 1 defines the city-block distance, L 2 defines the Euclidean distance. Cosine, Dice, Overlap and Jaccard measure the relative overlay between two vectors. L 1 , L 2 and cosine can also be weighted by the covariance matrix of training data, which leads to the Mahalanobis related distances. Our findings indicate that Mahalanobis related similarity distances are superior to others when expressive features (driven by PCA) are used; while overlay related similarity distances are superior when discriminating features are used. Open Set TCM-kNN, which is an instantiation of TCM-kNN appropriate for the watch list face surveillance problem, is described in the next section.
3
Open Set TCM-kNN
The watch list face surveillance problem operates under the open set assumption that not all the probes have mates in the gallery and it requires a reject option. The standard Open Set PCA and Fisherfaces classifiers learn the operational threshold from the intra-and inter-distance (similarity) distribution of each training exemplar. The statistics of intra-distance distribution set the lower bound of the threshold and the statistics of inter-distance distribution set the upper bound. As the minimum distance of the new exemplar to the prototypes of each subject becomes closer to or larger than the upper bound, the more likely the new testing exemplar will be rejected. Our experiments have shown that face recognition performance varies according to the threshold chosen. It is, however, not easy to determine the threshold needed for rejection even if the lower and upper bound are known. In addition, one needs to make a strong assumption that the distribution of the similarity distances is similar across different training and test sets. Those problems are overcome by the Open Set TCM-kNN classifier and the rationale is explained next. Given a new exemplar, the p-value vector output from Open Set TCM-kNN gives the likelihoods that the new exemplar belongs to each subject in the training data. If some p-value significantly outscores the others, the new exemplar can be mated to the corresponding subject ID; otherwise, the probe is equally likely to be mated to each class and it should be rejected due to its ambiguity. If the top ranked (highest p-values) choices are very close to each other and outscore the other choices, the top choice should be accepted, i.e., should not be rejected, but its recognition be questionable due to the ambiguity involved. The ambiguity is measured by the PSR (peak-side-ratio) value and it determines if the test exemplar should be rejected or not. The Open Set TCM-kNN algorithm is:
Open Set TCM-kNN Algorithm 
PSR = (max-mean)/stdev Reject the probe s if its PSR is less than or equal to the threshold Otherwise predict the class with the largest p-value Output as prediction confidence 1st largest p-value or one minus the 2nd largest p-value Output as prediction credibility the largest p-value
In the algorithm, the threshold for rejection is learned from the training data set based on transductive inference. For each training exemplar X its mates are removed from the training data set, X is now treated as a probe, and Open Set TCM-kNN outputs the p-values for X. The corresponding PSR value for X is PSR = (P max -P mean ) / P stdev . Very low PSR values result for X since it should be rejected because it lacks any mates. The training exemplars' PSR distribution provides thus a robust method for deriving the operating threshold.
Data Collection and Experimental Results

Figure. 1. Face Images
Our data set is drawn from the FERET database, which has become a de facto standard for evaluating face recognition technologies (Phillips et al., 1998) . The data set consists of 600 FERET frontal face images corresponding to 200 subjects, which were acquired under variable illumination and facial expressions. Each subject has three normalized (zero mean and unit variance) images of size 128 x 128 with 256 gray scale levels. Each column in Fig. 1 corresponds to one subject. The normalized face images are processed to yield 400 PCA coefficients and 200 Fisherfaces using FLD (Fisher Linear Discriminant) on the reduced 200 dimensional PCA space. TCM-kNN yields similar performance with kNN on the closed set face recognition problem except that its output includes confidence and credibility for each decision made. The best similarity distances for PCA and Fisherfaces representations were found to be {Mahalanobis + (L 1 , L 2 or cosine)} and {cosine, Dice, Jaccard, (Mahalonobis + cos)}, respectively. Only Mahalanobis + L 1 and cosine distances, which yield slightly better performance than the other distances, are used by Open Set TCM-kNN for the watch list face surveillance experiments reported next. Fig. 2 shows the mean detection and recognition rates for PCA and Fisherfaces components for different overlap percentages (between the gallery [watch list] and the probe sets) using Mahalanobis + L 1 and cosine distance, respectively. There are 200 subjects (see Sect. 4), two images are used for training while the third image is available for testing, the size for both the watch list [gallery] and the probe sets is 100 subjects, and the overlap between the watch list and the probe set varies from 0 to 100 subjects. The detection and recognition rate is the percentage of subjects whose probe is correctly detected (or rejected) and identified. We report the average results obtained over 100 randomized runs. The performance goes down, almost linearly, as the overlap between the watch list and the probe sets increases. One gets overall better performance when using Fisherfaces components compared to PCA components; for small overlap, i.e., the small watch list size, which is most relevant, PCA yields slightly better performance than Fisherfaces. The explanation for the observed performance is that as both the size of watch list increases it becomes more difficult to detect and identify individuals on the watch list. This confirms the FRVT2002 findings (Phillips et al., 2003) .
The next experiment uses the Open Set and Open Set TCM-kNN classifiers on small watch lists, whose size varies from 10 to 40 subjects, and reports the mean performance (detection and identification) rates obtained over 100 randomized runs. Let the watch list size be k subjects, each of them having 2 (two) images in the gallery. Then there are 600 -2k face images in the probe set, k stands for the number of subjects on the watch list and 3 × (200 -k) stands for the number of face images that come from subjects that are not on the watch list. 600 -2k) . The numerical results when the number of subjects on the watch list is k should be interpreted as follows. The average results are better the closer the correct rejection number is to 3 × (200 -k) , the closer the correct recognition number is to the watch list size and the higher the accuracy is. The lower and upper bounds for the reject threshold for the Open Set algorithm are computed from the training set. The average correct rejection and identification numbers are recorded by varying the threshold from the lower bound to the upper bound. Since the watch list size is much smaller than the number of the subjects that should be rejected, the accuracy will be very high even if all the probes are rejected. Therefore, the average correct reject and recognition numbers as well as the detection and identification accuracy are needed to evaluate the performance of the algorithm. As an example, Table 1 shows that only about 60% (PCA) and 80% (Fisherfaces) of the subjects from the watch list (average correct recognition /watch list size) are recognized correctly even when the accuracy is high (about 96% for k = 10). Table 1 shows the results with the best threshold considering those three factors. As the watch list size increases, both the average rejection number, further away from 3 × (200 -k) , and the accuracy, drop dramatically. Table 2 shows the average performance of Open Set TCM-kNN algorithm for different watch list sizes. PCA is very close to Fisherfaces in overall performance. If the data in the table is examined carefully, PCA is a little better than Fisherfaces with the reject option while Fisherfaces is a little better than PCA when the decision of identification is made. Open Set TCM-kNN is much better than Open Set algorithm, when the correct rejection and correct recognition number as well as the accuracy are taken into account, especially when the watch list size is large. The overall performance for Open Set TCM-kNN, which keeps almost constant as the watch list size increases, is thus much more stable than the overall performance displayed by the Open Set algorithm.
The difference in performance shown by Fig. 2 and Table 2 indicates that the gallery size is also an important factor affecting algorithm performance. In Fig. 2 the gallery [watch list] size is always 100 subjects and only the overlap size between the gallery and probe sets changes, while in Table 2 the gallery size [watch list] varies according to k.
Conclusions
This paper introduced the Open Set TCM-kNN (Transduction Confidence Machine -k Nearest Neighbor) for the watch list face surveillance task. Open Set TCM-kNN, which is based upon algorithmic randomness and transductive inference, has been successfully validated on the (small) watch list task (80% or more of the probes lack mates) using FERET datasets characterized by challenging (varying illumination and changing facial expression) face images. In particular, Open Set TCM-kNN provides on the average 96% correct detection / rejection and identification accuracy using the PCA and/or Fisherfaces components for face representation.
